In Year 3/4 we don’t go solo, we are a team! In a team we work together. We don’t have to be best friends but we have to be friends. We have to stick up for each other. Bella

Working as a team!

In Blueearth everyone is making a good team and everyone is making sure no-one cries. Jack

When we play Blueearth games no-one has been cheating. We have been looking after Thomas. He came on the first day and I looked after him. Taylor

We are a team and help others out, like when someone is hurt. The Year 3/4’s are kind and caring. Shannyn

We work so hard. We are nice to each other. We help people to learn. Khyesha

In Year 3/4 we have been kind and we have been playing with other kids, helping other kids and being a being a team by being friends. Mia

Love your neighbour, as you love yourself!

At Mass, I had to say “Love your neighbour as you love yourself”. This is how you get along and you will be looked after. Caleb

This term we are going to learn about our school motto and how to get along. This is the school motto “Love one another as I have loved you!” In Blueearth we have not been so rough, in the mornings we have been playing together. Reuben

Everyone’s been helpful. The Year 4’s are kind to us new Year 3’s. They are really helpful. Caleb was very good saying “Love your neighbour as you love yourself.” Saxon

I think everyone has been kind to me and to the other Year 3’s. I think everyone has been very welcoming. Caitlin

I like playing games with other people in the class. We have been helping each other. They have been helping me with my work. Lochlain

In the classroom everyone has been so resilient, by getting along, helping and being loving and kind to each other. Tyler

In Year 3/4 everyone has been very nice looking after the Year 3’s, and being helpful. Xander

The Year 3/4 class have been working for a class reward. In the mornings the kids have been playing nicely. Aidan